Reed Tripods are among the strongest pipe vises available. They feature a padded carrying handle at the balance point, making them conveniently portable, too.

From our classic R450+ to the new, larger R470+ Tripod—and a number of specialty-use models—Reed Manufacturing has the right solution for your next tough job.

To learn more about our entire line, visit www.reedmfgco.com or call us at 800-666-3691.
**Pipe Jacks**

JHV (V-head) high jacks (2,000 lb / 907 kg capacity) feature a convenient adjusting screw and hardened steel locking ring for years of use.

Roller head jack JH2R has extra wide bearing for strength (2,000 lb capacity) and long tool life. Adjusting screw gives proper working height.

Ball transfer attachment JTA (1,000 lb / 454 kg capacity) bolts to either side of V-head. Ball transfer head attaches to RIDGID® and Sumner® models, as well. Reed heads (JTA, JH2R) and bases interchange with Sumner® and Greenlee®. All heads fit both high and low jacks.

---

**Soil Pipe Cutters**

The fastest way to cut cast iron soil pipe, clay pipe and small diameter concrete pipe!

With a captured screw, the SC49 is the easiest to use for close quarters work. SC59 single stroke cutter is the fastest when no space restrictions exist. Reed’s cutters have stronger jaws, chains and adjusting screws.

---

**Quick Release™ Cutters**

The Quick Release™ cutter, another Reed invention, with the ball detent pin for quick wheel change makes Reed tubing cutters true time savers. Cut from 1/8” (3 mm) to 10” (254 mm) for tubing and plastic.

---

**Cutter Wheels**

Reed has the widest variety of high quality wheels for more cutters and more brands than any other manufacturer!